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Introduction
During the last 10 years, x-ray magnetic scattering techniques using synchrotron radiation have blossomed, especially in studies of rare earth metals and actinides, including bulk materials, thin films and compounds. These studies have especially benefited from the use of the resonance and polarizatisn properties of the cross section when the incider,t x-ray energy is tuned near as L or M absorption edge. Brief reviews of these techniques and recent applications may be found in references 1 and 2. Non-resonant magnetic scattering has also continued to develop, most notably in studies of transition element magnetism using incident photons of 2: 40 keV3' and in studies of the separation of the orbital and spin magnetization den~ities.~) In the former case the enhancement to the signal comes from the increased penetration (up to cms) possible with high energy photons. Although the strengths of x-ray magnetic scattering techniques sometimes overlap those of neutron diffraction, they are gsnerally complementary, and include high Q resolution, sensitivity to lattice modulations, small beam size and useful polarization and resonance properties.
For these reasons, x-ray magnetic scattering studies of the magnetic structure of rare earth and actinide materials (including thin films) have almost become r~utine.~-~) A recent review of x-ray scattering studies of rare-earth metals has been given by McMorrow, Gibbs and Bohr (199S) .'0' New kinds of experiments have been concerned with critical properties, characterized near magnetic ordering and with the use of circularly polarized incident beams.") In addition, these techniques have been extended to surfaces and interface^.''.'^) Very recently, resonant scattering techniques have been applied to the direct observation of orbital ordering in transition metal oxides.")
In the following, we briefly describe recent efforts to probe long-ranged magnetic order at surfaces by x-ray and neutron diffraction technique^,"-^^) following many earlier studies by low energy electron diffraction?') The main motivation has been to discover how bulk magnetic structures are modified near a surface, where the crystal symmetry is broken. Some basic questions of interest include: Does the magnetization profile at the surface follow that of the electronic charge density? Does the magnetic critical behavior near a surface differ from that in bulk?
What is the relationship between chemical and magnetic interfacial roughness?
Neutron diffraction has been the traditional probe of magnetic structure, and was first applied to surfaces by Felcher, et al.'') to obtain magnetic depth profiles of various materials using reflectivity techniques. Subsequently, AlUsta, et al?4) observed weak magnetic signals at glancing incidence in MnF2. Enormous, related progress has been made in studies of kterfacial magnetism through the use of multilayers (see e.g., ref. 12) although the interfacial strain and bilayer coupling introduce additional complexities.
In this work, x-ray scattering studies of magnetic ordering have been carried out on the (001) and (111) surfaces of U02.17-20) The initial aim was simply to observe a pure magnetic truncation rod (defined below) and, if possible, to then explore the near-surface magnetism directly. The motivation for choosing U 0 2 was two-fold: first, to take advantage of the large resonant enhancements of the magnetic cross-section which occur when the incident photon energy is tuned near the uranium M4 absorption edge.293) This work follows earlier observations of the magnetic reflectivity in the soft x-ray range by Kao. et a1.26) md complements magnetic circular dichroism studies, which are centered at zero momentum By way of background, UOz has the face-centered cubic fluorite lattice and a triple-Q antifenomagnetic structure (Tn=3O.2K). The surface diffraction pattern consists of a set of rods of scattering (called truncation rods) which pass through all of the allowed bulk Bragg points, and lie pmllel to the surface normal direction?2) The variation of the x-ray intensities along the chemical truncation rods is determined by the decay of the electronic charge density near the surface, a d may be used to model the surface structure. Magnetic truncation rods may be defined similarly, with the intensity variation now determined by the magnetic structure near the surface. 26) Scans of the (01L) magnetic truncation rod taken along the surface normal direction of a UOz(OO1) crystal are shown in Fig. 1 
Temperature dependence of the (01L) magnetic
The L-dependence of the lineshape is characteristic of a truncation rod of the chemical lattice with the peak at L=0.07 corresponding to the critical angle. Separate experiments monitoring the energy and polarization dependence of these profiles have shown that they arise from pure magnetic scattering. This is also consistent with the temperature dependence of the scattering which decreases v ith increasing temperature, untii it disappears at TK=30.2 K. Signal rates as high as 1000/sec have been observed at the critical angle using undulator and wiggler beamlines. More exciting. recent improvements in actinide surface prepararion tec~~tiques'~) suggest that increases t.y as niuch a5 a lactor fifteen are readIl\S available! Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic scattering intensity obtained at two positions along the (01L) magnetic truncation rod, and at the bulk (001) refle~tion.'~-'') The discontinuity observed at T=30.2 K for the scattering at the (001) reflection is characteristic of bulk behavior. In contrast, the magnetic scattering intensities obtained along the truncation rods fall more slowly to zero as TN is appt.oached from below-indeed, they appear continuous. This behavior is reminiscent of the general phenomenon of surface-induced disorder, wherein a partially disordered layer of crystalline phase wets the nearsurface volume below T, and grows iogarithmically in thickness as T approaches Tc.33) Similar results have been observed earlier in x-ray structural studies of the orderdisorder transition in C U~A U ?~) however, this is the first such observation for a magnetic material. Within Landau theory, these theories predict that the temperature dependence of the order parameter should follow 8 power law in reduced temperature under specific conditions.") Fits of the magnetic scattering intensity to a power-law form are shown for two values of L by the solid lines in Fig. 2 .
The fits are satisfactory, and yield exponents increasing between (112) and 1. depending on L. This behavior is qualitatively consistent with surface induced disorder provided the diffuse scattering at the interface is described within the Gaussian approximation-which is a satisfactory approsirnation for these data.
Measurements of the magnetic specular reflectivity allou further insight into the interfacial magnetic structure. This js iilustrated in Fiy. 3 since, broadly speaking, a sharper reflectivity profile in reciprocal space is consistent with 2 more extended density profile in real space.
Fits of the specular and truncation rod intensitiest7) were made to a model of the magnetic interface, consisting of an interfacial width x and thickness L of magnetically disordered volume (see Fig. 4 ). The magnetic profiles were otherwise assumed to match the profile of the electronic charge density, which was also determined using reflectivity techniques.
The latter correspond closely to ideal termination, supplemented by a thin absorbing layer. The was about 6 A. Thus, in contrast to the electronic charge density, the magnetic structure is disordered very near the surface, and has a more rounded profile, even at 10 K in the magnetically ordered phase. For increasing temperatures, the interfacial width exhibited a dramatic increase, starting at about 25 K ana diverging as T approached TN. This is illustrated in Fig. 5,. where the fittzd widths are plotted versus temperature for rwo different L'O? (001 sPmples. '7) This Sehzvinr is agah quaiitatively consistent \vith the It is important to add that recent studies of U 0 2 (1 1 1) surfaces have produced strikingly similar results to those noted here for the (001) ~urface,'~) including :a continuous magnetic ordering transition and increased near-surface disorder. Especially encouraging, the signal rates are large enough that it appears possible to characterize the transverse lineshapes of the reflectivity at temperatures near Tx. Preliminary results suggest the possibility of magnetic roughening transition as T approaches TN. It is also worth noting in this regard that the assembled results for U02 surfaces stand in intriguing contrast to the results of magnetic reflectivity studies of Uas and UP surfaces"' in which 7D magnetic layer was found to persist near the surface at and .iust above Ts. Of course the bulk magnetic structure of U02 differs from tha: of these materials, but it c z remains to understand the detailed origin of the surface behavior.
In summary, the first x-ray experiments carried out on U02 (001) and (1 1 1) magnetic surface layers already reveal a number of surprising and interesting results, including a continuous magnetic ordering transition and increased nearsurface magnetic disorder. This occurs even though the chemical interfaces are nearly ideally terminated. Because these observations have been repeated on two different surface orientations and on several samples, these properties may be more general than was previously anticipated. Answering that question is one focus of continuing experiments. Finally, the present data and discussion illustrate the range of possibilities open to the characterization of magnetic interfaces using these techniques, and have played a seminal role in stimulating the field. There is already a diversity of experiments underway on these and related issues in rare earth22) and transition elemene2723) surface magnetism at xray beamlines around the world.
